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Abstract
A flowering plant generates many different organs such as leaves, petals, and stamens, each with a particular function and
shape. These types of organ are thought to represent variations on a common underlying developmental program.
However, it is unclear how this program is modulated under different selective constraints to generate the diversity of forms
observed. Here we address this problem by analysing the development of Arabidopsis petals and comparing the results to
models of leaf development. We show that petal development involves a divergent polarity field with growth rates
perpendicular to local polarity increasing towards the distal end of the petal. The hypothesis is supported by the observed
pattern of clones induced at various stages of development and by analysis of polarity markers, which show a divergent
pattern. We also show that JAGGED (JAG) has a key role in promoting distal enhancement of growth rates and influences the
extent of the divergent polarity field. Furthermore, we reveal links between the polarity field and auxin function: auxinresponsive markers such as DR5 have a broader distribution along the distal petal margin, consistent with the broad distal
organiser of polarity, and PETAL LOSS (PTL), which has been implicated in the control of auxin dynamics during petal
initiation, is directly repressed by JAG. By comparing these results with those from studies on leaf development, we show
how simple modifications of an underlying developmental system may generate distinct forms, providing flexibility for the
evolution of different organ functions.
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while petals broaden out distally to form a paddle shape. The
development of Arabidopsis leaves has been extensively studied
using clonal analysis, tracking, cell-cycle markers, and molecular
genetics [12–18]. The cell polarity pattern of developing leaves has
also been studied through the auxin efflux carrier PIN1, which
localises to the distal end of epidermal cells. PIN1 polarity
converges towards the leaf primordium tip [19–21]. The auxin
response marker DR5 is strongly expressed at the distal leaf tip,
consistent with auxin being transported towards it through the
epidermis [19,20,22]. Polarity of internal tissue appears to be
oriented in the opposite direction, with PIN1 being localised to the
proximal end of cells in vascular and provascular tissue [19–21].
This pattern corresponds to internalised auxin being transported
away from the distal leaf tip towards the base.
Based on the above findings, a working hypothesis for leaf
morphogenesis has been proposed [15]. This hypothesis invokes a
polarity field that converges towards the distal tip of the leaf,
mirroring the observed PIN polarity pattern. Leaf shape then
arises through a specified pattern of growth rates parallel and
perpendicular to the polarity field. Growth rates parallel to the
polarity field decline towards the tip of the leaf, correlating with

Introduction
Plant organs with different functions, such as leaves and petals,
can be subject to very different developmental and selective
constraints. Leaves are sink organs (net importers of photoassimilates) at early developmental stages but then increasingly act as
sources (net exporters of photoassimilates) as their photosynthetic
competence increases [1,2]. They are also subject to herbivory
both as mature structures and while they grow [3]. By contrast
petals play a major role in attracting pollinators and are generated
at a later stage of the life cycle, when the plant has already built up
the reserves and metabolic machinery necessary to satisfy
reproductive competence. Petals serve as sinks throughout their
growth and are less subject to herbivory than leaves [4–6]. In spite
of these differences, leaves and petals are thought to arise through
a common developmental programme [7,8]. A key question is the
manner in which this programme is modulated to generate
particular leaf and petal forms under different selective constraints
[9–11].
A particularly tractable system for addressing this issue is
Arabidopsis. Leaves and petals of this species have a different
shape: leaves are elliptical and narrow towards their distal tip,
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perpendicular to local polarity increasing towards the distal end of
the petal. The divergent polarity field may arise through a broad
organiser of tissue polarity along the distal margin of the
developing petal, which acts as an attractor of polarity. The
hypothesis is supported by the observed pattern of clones induced
at various stages of development and by analysis of polarity
markers that show a divergent pattern. In addition, auxinresponsive markers such as DR5 have a broader distribution
along the distal petal margin, consistent with a broad distal
organiser. We also show that JAG is likely to be a key gene
involved in promoting distal enhancement of growth rates and the
extent of the divergent polarity field. This role for JAG is supported
by the JAG expression pattern, the jag mutant petal phenotype,
and the effect of ectopic JAG on petal shape. We also show that
JAG directly represses PTL, suggesting that the effect of JAG on the
polarity field may be mediated by regulating auxin dynamics via
PTL. We conclude that together with changes in the pattern of
specified growth rate, changes in orientations of the polarity field
provide a simple mechanism by which diversity in organ shape
may be generated in plants.

Author Summary
Flowering plants generate organs with different shapes
and functions. Leaves, for example, are photosynthetic
organs, while petals provide a broad display that attracts
pollinators. In spite of their diversity, these organs are
thought to represent variations of a common underlying
developmental program. It is unclear how this program is
modulated to generate diverse forms, while also being
subject to selective constraints. We address this issue by
determining the growth rules that underlie petal shape
and compare these rules to those for leaf development.
We show that, in contrast to the leaf, which has a pattern
of growth orientations that converges towards the leaf tip,
the petal has a pattern of growth orientations that fans
out. Nevertheless, both leaf and petal growth modes
operate within the same basic framework, which involves
an internal polarity field that has a specified pattern of
growth rates that occur parallel or perpendicular to it. We
also show that the petal growth pattern is under the
control of JAGGED, which promotes growth rates in a
particular region of the petal while also modulating tissue
polarity. Our analysis suggests that differences in organ
shape have evolved through the interplay between
growth rules that are constrained to operate within a
basic developmental framework and selective constraints
that reflect organ function.

Results
Clonal Analysis of Petal Development
A convenient starting point for our analysis is when petal
primordia have as simple shape and are about 30 mm wide. We
refer to this stage as 0 DAP (0 d after primordium formation)
(Figure 1A). Petals took about 12 d to grow from 0 DAP to
maturity, by which time they had an elongated shape that was
wider towards the distal end (Figure 1B). At the end of the growth
period, petals detach from the flower (abscission). Based on
logarithmic plots of maximum petal width (at the petal’s widest
point, which is at the distal part of the petal) against time, we
estimated that the growth rate in width was about 1.8% h21
during 0–4 DAP and then about 1% h21 for the remaining
duration of petal development (Figure 1C). Plots of petal width
against length showed that the growth rate in width is about 80%
of the growth rate in length (Figure 1D). The maximum areal
growth rate at earlier stages (0–4 DAP) is ,4.1% h21 (1.8% h21 in
width and 2.3% h21 in length) and at later stages (4–12 DAP) is
,2.3% h21 (1% h21 in width and 1.3% h21 in length). The
growth rates could also be captured with a smooth curve
(Figure 1C, red dotted line). Based on the above growth analysis,
we divided petal development into a series of 2-d intervals and
estimated the average width of the petals at these times, which
were used as a subsequent framework in our study (gray dashed
lines, Figure 1C).
To analyse growth patterns from 0 DAP onwards, we induced
sectors in petal primordia at 0 DAP and visualised them at the end
of each 2-d interval (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 DAP). This was achieved
using a heat-shock-inducible Cre-Lox system. We induced sectors
in a line carrying hsp18.2::Cre and 35S::lox-uidA-lox-GFP [36]. A
,1.5-min heat shock was given about 24 d after sowing, when the
oldest flower was about to open. We then left the plants to grow for
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 d and imaged sectors in petals with widths
that correspond to 2–12 DAP, respectively. At each imaging stage,
epidermal and subepidermal sectors from several petals were
collated and mapped onto an average petal shape to produce a
combined sector map (Figure 2). This allows clones initiated at 0
DAP to be visualised at successively later stages.
The results show that clones have an anisotropic shape from the
earliest stages visualised and become increasingly anisotropic at
later stages (Figure 2). For example, for petals at 2, 4, 8, and 12
DAP, clones in the distal half have a length-to-width ratio (L/W)

early differentiation of the distal region and continued growth in
the proximal (basal) region [12,15–18].
In contrast to the Arabidopsis leaf, little is known about the
polarity pattern and growth dynamics of the Arabidopsis petal
[23–28]. The distribution of PIN proteins has not been described
for petal primordia, and expression of DR5 has only been
described for initiating petals, when it defines the centre of the
anlagen [29,30]. Genetic experiments suggest that the transcription factor encoded by PETAL LOSS (PTL) functions upstream of
auxin-mediated signalling in the control of petal initiation [30].
Different stages of petal development have been defined based on
landmarks of flower development [24] and petal size [27,31], but
growth tracking or clonal analysis on Arabidopsis petals has not
been performed. Several genes have been shown to affect petal
shape, including JAGGED (JAG) and FRILL1 [26,32–34]. The
petals of the frill1 mutant have a frilled distal margin. FRILL1
encodes a sterol methyltransferase (STM2) that suppresses
endoreduplication in the distal part of the petal [33,34]. The
petals of the jag mutant are narrow and have a reduced distal
region with a jagged or serrated margin [26,32]. JAG enodes a zinc
finger transcription factor expressed during the emergence of all
shoot organs [26,32,35]. JAG is expressed in the distal domain of
the petal [26,32]. Based on reduced cell-cycle activity in jag-1
petals (as assessed by expression of histone H4), JAG function has
been linked to cell proliferation during organ growth [26].
Recently JAG has been identified as a key regulator of the
transition from meristems to sepal primordia identity, including a
shift from isotropic to anisotropic growth, increased cell proliferation, and cell enlargement [35]. However, it is unclear how JAG
influences petal shape.
Here we use a combination of experimental (clonal analysis,
molecular genetic analysis, imaging of polarity markers) and
computational modelling approaches to determine how Arabidopsis petals acquire their shape. In contrast to leaf development,
which is thought to involve a convergent polarity field and reduced
growth rates towards the distal tip, we propose that petal
development involves a divergent polarity field, with growth rates
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org
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estimate that growth rate is about twice as high along the main
axis of the clones compared to the minor axis for early stages of
development. The degree of anisotropy may decline in the distal
half of the petal after 8 DAP as the L/W of the clones does not
change very much after this time.
Anisotropic growth of clones is associated with different cell
division rates along the major axis of the clone. For example, at 2
DAP epidermal clones in the distal half were about 4–6 cells long
and 2–3 cells wide, indicating ,2 rounds of cell division along the
major axis of the clone, and ,1 round along the minor axis
(Figure 2B). At 8 DAP epidermal distal clones were about 30–60
cells long and 4–10 cells wide, indicating that from 0 DAP there
had been ,5–6 rounds of cell division along the major axis and 2–
3 rounds of division along the minor axis (Figure 2F).
Changes in cell shape also made a contribution to anisotropic
growth in some regions, particularly at later stages of development
when cell division rate decreased. Based on the cell numbers in the
epidermal clones, cell division rates were highest from 0–4 DAP
and then decreased, particularly from 8 DAP onwards for the
distal region (Table S1), in good agreement with cell division rates
previously described in the petal [27,31]. Nevertheless, areal
growth rate of the petal was maintained at ,2.3% h21 (Figure 1C),
indicating that cells continued to enlarge at a similar rate even
though cell divisions were less frequent. This is reflected in an
increase in cell area: the average cell area of epidermal cells in the
distal part of the petal at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 DAP was ,20 mm2,
30 mm2, 35 mm2, 40 mm2, 120 mm2, and 325 mm2, respectively
(Figure 2B,F,G,J), which is in good agreement with cell size
development described in the petal [27,37]. The large increase in
area at 10 DAP is consistent with cell divisions slowing down
around this time. The L/W ratio for cells at later stages (12 DAP)
was ,1.2 for distal cells. This shows that anisotropy of growth
occurred primarily in association with cell division for distal
regions. For proximal regions the L/W ratio for epidermal cells at
12 DAP was ,6–7 (Figure 2K), showing that anisotropic growth
in proximal regions continued after cell divisions slowed down,
leading to highly elongated cells [25,28].
In addition to the degree of anisotropy, the orientation of the
major axes of the clones provides information on growth patterns.
In proximal regions, the major axis of the clones was oriented
parallel to the midline, while in the distal half the orientations
tended to fan out. The fanning out was evident from the earliest
stage of clone visualisation (Figure 2A), indicating that growth was
oriented in this fashion from early on.
The above analysis gives the cumulative growth of clones
induced at 0 DAP, but to estimate growth of clones initiated later,
we performed equivalent experiments by inducing clones at 2
DAP (Figure 3). This was achieved by heat shocking plants as
before but visualising clones at stages that correspond to 2 d after
those in the previous experiment. Thus for a plant that grew for
2 d after heat shock, clones were visualised at the 4 DAP stage.
These clones thus derive from primordia that were at the 2 DAP
stage during heat shock rather than 0 DAP under the previous
experiment. Similarly, clones from plants that grew for 4, 6, 8, and
10 d after heat shock were visualised at 6, 8, 10, and 12 DAP,
respectively.
Again, clones were highly anisotropic and fanned out particularly in distal regions (Figure 3). Some fanning out towards the
lateral edges was also evident for lateral proximal clones (Figure 3,
6 and 8 DAP), and may relate to a bulge in petal width at the base
of the petals during these stages.
Based on the above clonal analysis, we conclude the following:
(1) Growth is distributed over the whole petal as clones do not vary
greatly in size from one region to another. (2) Growth rates are

Figure 1. Petal growth analysis. (A) Section of a petal primordium
around day 0 DAP (days after primordium formation) (width, 35 mm). (B)
Petals at 10 DAP and 12 DAP (some sepals overlying the petals have
been removed). (C) Standard flower 1 petal width (natural logarithm
scale) against time (black asterisks) and fitted logistic curve (red dotted
line) from initiation until maturity; time in days after primordium
formation (DAP). The gradient of the curve is the growth rate in width.
Dashed lines indicate average petal width at 2-d interval as estimated
with the fitted curve: ,30 mm (0 DAP), 90 mm (2 DAP), 180 mm (4 DAP),
315 mm (6 DAP), 520 mm (8 DAP), 820 mm (10 DAP), and 1,265 mm (12
DAP). These time points can be related to previously defined flower
stages [24] as follows: stages 5–6 (before 0 DAP), stages 7–9 (between
0–2 DAP), stage 10 (between 4–6 DAP), stages 11–12 (between 6–8
DAP), and stage 13 (10 DAP). (D) Petal length plotted against width
during petal development (natural logarithm scales). The gradient of
the fitted line is 0.78, showing that growth rate in width is less than in
length. For comparison, the dotted green line has a gradient of 1. Scale
bar, 20 mm (A), 1 mm (B).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g001

of about 2, 4, 7, and 7, respectively. For the proximal region, the
L/W values are about 3, 5, 7, and 11. The increasing L/W ratio of
clones with stage of visualisation is consistent with anisotropic
growth being maintained for an extended period. For example, if a
clone grows at ,2.5% h21 along its length and at 1% h21 along its
width, then over 2 d the L/W ratio of a clone would increase by a
factor of ,2, while over 4 d it would increase by ,4. Thus we
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org
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Figure 2. Petal clonal analysis after induction at 0 DAP. (A) Sector map with shapes and positions of clones induced at 0 DAP and imaged 2 d
after induction (at a width that corresponds to 2 DAP). Clones were imaged from dissected, flattened petals and warped to an average petal shape
and overlaid (using a different colour for each petal). (B) Image of a distal epidermal clone (framed with a red box in A) and the corresponding outline
of cells. (C) Sector map with clones induced at 0 DAP and imaged 4 d after induction (at a width that corresponds to 4 DAP). (D) Sectors imaged at
6 d (6 DAP). (E) Sectors imaged at 8 d (8 DAP). (F) Image of a distal epidermal clone (framed with a red box in E). (G) Enlargement of the yellow box in
(F) showing some epidermal cells. (H) Sector map with clones induced at 0 DAP and imaged at 10 d after induction (10 DAP). (I) Sectors imaged at
12 d (12 DAP). The black arrow points to a distal clone. (J) Distal epidermal cells at 12 DAP at the position of the blue box in (I). (K) Proximal epidermal
cells at the position of the violet box in (I). Images at (A, C–E, H, I) are scaled to the same length to allow the difference in clone shape to be
compared. Scale bar, 5 mm (B, G), 10 mm (A, J), 20 mm (F, K), 50 mm (C), 100 mm (D, E), 200 mm (H), and 300 mm (I).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g002

Figure 3. Petal clonal analysis after induction at 2 DAP. Sector map with shapes and positions of clones induced at 2 DAP and imaged 2, 4, 6,
8, or 10 d after induction (at widths that correspond to 4–12 DAP, respectively). For each image stage, petals are dissected and flattened, clones
imaged, warped to an average petal shape, and overlaid (using a different colour for each petal). The black arrow points to distal clones at 12 DAP.
Scale bar, 50 mm (4 DAP), 100 mm (6, 8 DAP), 200 mm (10 DAP), and 300 mm (12 DAP).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g003
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Figure 4. Model for petal development with a convergent or a divergent polarity field. (A) Canvas at 0 DAP for convergent model. Polarity
field (black arrows) depends on a proximodistal gradient of a factor POL generated at the PROXORG region (in green) and degraded everywhere at a
constant rate. (B) Distribution of DGRAD (terracotta) for convergent model (bracket indicates plateau of maximum DGRAD). (C) Regulatory network
for the convergent and the divergent model. Kpar has a fixed value, whereas Kper is promoted by DGRAD. (D) Canvas at 0 DAP for divergent model.
Compared to (A) POL is now degraded at a high rate at the DISTORG (in cyan) region. The result is a field of polarities that diverges toward the distal
margin. (E) Distribution of DGRAD (terracotta) for divergent model (bracket indicates plateau of maximum DGRAD). (F) Output of convergent model
for 0–12 DAP, showing pattern of virtual clones induced at 0 DAP. All outputs scaled to same length. (G) Same as (F) but virtual clones induced at 2
DAP. (H) Output of convergent model in which promotion of Kper by DGRAD is reduced as compared to (F). Canvas is at 12 DAP, with virtual clones
induced at 0 DAP. (I) Output of divergent model for 0–12 DAP, showing patterns of virtual clones induced at 0 DAP. (J) Same as (I) but virtual clones
induced at 2 DAP. Black arrows point to distal clones at 12 DAP in (F, G, I, J). Scale bar, 10 mm (A, B, D, E, F) (0–2 DAP), (G) (2 DAP), (I) (0–2 DAP), (J) (2
DAP); 100 mm (F, G, I, J) (6–10 DAP); 1 mm (F–J) (12 DAP).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g004

The starting shape for the canvas is based on a simplified petal
primordium shape at 0 DAP (Figures 1A and 4A). Given the
observed anisotropy of clones, we used models that incorporate
tissue polarity, which allows orientations of preferential growth to
be specified locally. According to this framework, growth
orientations are specified by the gradient of a factor, POLARISER
(POL), which can propagate through the canvas. POL is generated
at regions referred to as +organisers and may also be degraded at a
high rate in regions referred to as 2organisers. The gradient of
POL provides a local polarity that enables two types of growth rate
to be specified through the growth regulatory network: growth rate
parallel to the polarity axis (Kpar) and growth rate perpendicular to
the polarity axis (Kper). The pattern of specified growth rates leads
to deformation of the canvas. The resultant growth pattern and
shape may contain features, such as curvature, that were not
directly specified as they arise through the constraints of tissue
connectedness [39,40].
We first developed a model for petal development that
incorporates a tissue polarity pattern similar to that employed in
a previously published model for leaf development (Figure 4A)
[15]. In this model, POL production is promoted at the base of the
canvas through an identity factor PROXORG (+organiser) and is
degraded everywhere at a constant rate. Propagation of POL
through the canvas generates a proximodistal field of polarities

higher at earlier stages of petal development, during which growth
is largely attended by cell division. At later stages, cell division
rates fall, although growth continues through cell enlargement. (3)
Growth is anisotropic for an extended period, with clones having a
major axis of elongation from the earliest stages, and becoming
more anisotropic as they grow for longer periods. (4) The major
axis of the clones tends to be oriented proximodistally but fans out
particularly in more distal regions.

Petal Development Can Be Accounted for by a Divergent
Polarity Field
We used the results from clonal analysis to evaluate hypotheses
for petal growth. The aim of this study was not to provide a
detailed model that would account for all aspects of petal growth,
but to compare broad classes of models to determine whether they
could account for the overall transformations in petal shape and
clonal patterns. These models were formulated using the Growing
Polarised Tissue framework (GPT framework), in which growth
rates can be specified by a distribution of factors over a tissue
[15,38,39]. Regions of the tissue are mechanically connected,
forming a canvas, allowing the deformation resulting from
specified local growth patterns to be computed. Each model has
three components: an initial canvas shape with distributed factors,
a system for specifying polarity, and a growth regulatory network.
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org
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that is parallel to the midline in the basal half of the initial canvas
and converges towards the tip (the position most distant from the
+organiser) (Figure 4A, black arrows). We refer to this model as the
convergent model.
The observed anisotropy of petal clones suggests that Kpar
should be higher than Kper. This was implemented in our model
by assuming a basic value for Kpar of 1.7% h21 and Kper of 0.65%
h21 throughout the petal. To account for the broadening shape of
the petal towards the distal region, we also invoked a factor
DGRAD, which has a value of 0 at the base of the canvas and
increases linearly to a plateau value of 1 shortly before the distal tip
(Figure 4B). DGRAD promotes Kper, as shown in the growth
regulatory network (Figure 4C), and the distribution of DGRAD
deforms together with the tissue during growth (i.e., it is fixed to
tissue).
The output of this model was a canvas with a final length,
width, and outline shape similar to that of a mature petal
(Figure 4F, 12 DAP). To determine whether the growth pattern
also matched experimental data, we created virtual clones by
marking circular regions on the initial canvas (equivalent to 0
DAP) and monitoring their shapes as they deform with the canvas
(Figure 4F). Similar to experimental clones, virtual clones were
anisotropic in proximal regions of the petal and showed a
tendency to fan out more distally. However, the virtual clones were
almost isotropic in shape towards the distal end of the petal at later
stages (arrow in Figure 4F, 12 DAP) in contrast to experimental
clones that are highly anisotropic (arrow in Figure 2I). The same
problem (i.e., round distal clones at late stages) was observed for
virtual clones induced at 2 DAP (compare arrowed clones in
Figure 4G, 12 DAP with Figure 3, 12 DAP). The round distal
clone shape is generated because of the requirement of high rates
of Kper in the distal domain, which ensure that the petal becomes
wider distally. If we reduce the extent by which DGRAD promotes
Kper, clones are more anisotropic distally but the petal shape is
now too narrow (Figure 4H).
To resolve this discrepancy in clone shapes between model
outputs and experimental data, we explored an alternative
hypothesis in which polarity does not converge at the tip but fans
out towards the distal margin. This was implemented by using a
broad distal organiser (DISTORG, 2organiser) that degrades
POL at a high rate (Figure 4D). We refer to this as the divergent
model. To maintain a higher level of anisotropy in distal clones,
compared to the previous model, we reduced the extent to which
DGRAD promotes Kper and increased the basic value of Kpar to
1.8% h21. In addition, we expanded the distal region where
DGRAD forms a plateau as this gives a better final petal shape
(Figure 4E).
As with the convergent model, the final overall canvas shape
and size generated by the divergent model showed a reasonable
match to that of the wild-type petal (Figure 4I). In addition, the
shape of virtual clones in the divergent model gave a much better
match to observed clones. Distal clones were now elongated,
similar to the experimental data (compare Figure 4I, 12 DAP with
Figure 2I, 12 DAP). Moreover, virtual clones induced at 2 DAP
fanned out more, similar to what is observed experimentally
(compare arrowed clones in Figure 4J, 12 DAP with Figure 3, 12
DAP). Thus, the divergent model, in which there is a broad distal
organiser as well as a proximal organiser, gives a better fit to all of
the data than the convergent model.

Figure 5. Broad distal distribution of auxin response marker
DR5::GFP in the petal distal margin. (A–C) In leaf primordia, DR5 is
expressed at the tip through early to later stages of development. DR5
is also expressed in the internal provasculature system (marked with a
broken blue line in B). (D, E) In petal primordia at 0 and 0.5 DAP, DR5 is
expressed at the distal tip. The orange line indicates the extent of the
DR5 signal along the petal margin. (F, G) At 2–3 DAP, DR5 activity
expands to a broader distal domain of the petal margin. (H) At 5 DAP
the broad pattern of petal marginal expression is maintained. (I) At 7
DAP petal marginal expression narrows (the broken orange line marks
the region where the DR5 domain first disappears). (J) By 10 DAP petal
marginal expression has disappeared. DR5 signal in the internal
provasculature system of the petal in (E–H). Width of leaves (A–C): 46,
80, and 150 mm. Width of petals (D–J): 26, 45, 82, 141, 261, 374, and
875 mm. Scale bar, 20 mm (A–G), 40 mm (H), 80 mm (I), and 250 mm (J).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g005

best candidate for a molecule involved in polarity propagation in
plants is auxin. In leaf primordia, auxin is thought to flow
proximodistally in the epidermis and accumulate at the distal tip,
consistent with the convergent model. From there it flows back
towards proximal regions through subepidermal and provascular
tissue, defining the position of the future midvein ([19], Figure 5B,
central broken blue line). The epidermal polarity pattern is
supported by a major site of auxin accumulation at the leaf tip, as
indicated by expression of the auxin response marker DR5::GFP
(Figure 5A–C).
We therefore imaged the DR5::GFP marker [41,42] in
developing petals to determine whether they have a site of
epidermal auxin accumulation at the distal tip or whether they
have a broader domain of accumulation, as might be expected
from the divergent model. At early stages of petal development (0–

Testing Predictions of a Divergent Polarity Field and a
Broad Distal Organiser
As a further test of these models, we analysed the distribution of
factors that might mark the proposed distal organiser. Perhaps the
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org
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0.5 DAP), signal was seen at the distal tip of the petal primordia
(orange line, Figure 5D,E), similar to the pattern observed in leaf
primordia at a similar size (Figure 5A). However, at slightly later
stages (1–3 DAP) signal was seen over a broader distal domain of the
petal marginal epidermis (orange line, Figure 5F,G), although the
signal was not uniform but varied in intensity along the margin. By
contrast, leaf primordia at a similar size continued to show signal in
a more restricted region at the distal tip (Figure 5B,C). The extended
distal expression of DR5 in petals is consistent with epidermal
polarity diverging towards a broad distal 2organiser. DR5 signal
was also seen in the internal provascular system of the petal
primordia, and may reflect auxin transport from the epidermal
distal organiser towards the petal interior (Figure 5E–H). The broad
pattern of distal epidermal expression was maintained in petal
primordia during later stages (3–6 DAP, Figure 5H), although it
eventually narrowed (6–10 DAP, Figure 5I) and then disappeared
(10 DAP, Figure 5J). Thus, the DR5 analysis is consistent with auxin
in the petal epidermis being transported to a broad distal region for
much of development as expected from the divergent model in
which petals have a broad distal organiser.
A further marker for cell polarity is the auxin efflux carrier
protein PIN1, which localises to the distal end of epidermal cells in
early leaf primordia [19,20]. We therefore monitored the pattern
of PIN1 expression in developing petal primordia using a
PIN1::PIN1:GFP fusion [41]. At 0 DAP epidermal PIN1 was
preferentially localised to the distal end of cells in the plane of the
organ (Figure 6A). This distal location was particularly evident in
cases where PIN1 spanned cell junctions. To clarify the polarity
pattern, we drew arrows on cells pointing toward the centre of the
distal PIN1 signal when it clearly spanned a cell junction (white
arrows Figure 6A). At 0.5 DAP the orientation of polarity suggests
that it points divergently rather than convergently towards the
distal end of the tissue (Figure 6B). Strong expression is also seen at
or near the petal margin but without clear polar localisation. At
1.5 DAP the divergent pattern of polarity in the main plane of the
epidermis was still evident (Figure 6C). Strong expression was also
seen in the provascular and margin tissue at this stage (Figure 6D).
At 3.5 DAP, epidermal signal was lower in the main plane of the
petal but could still be seen with high laser exposure and had a
divergent pattern (Figure 6E,F). Strong signal was again observed
in the petal margin at this stage but without clear polar
localisation. Between 4 and 7 DAP, PIN1 signal could no longer
be detected in the main plane of the petal but could still be
observed in the petal margin and vascular tissue (Figure 6G–I).
Little signal was observed from 7 DAP onwards (Figure 6J). Thus,
the results from this analysis indicate that epidermal cells in the
main plane of the petal have divergent polarity pattern from 0.5–
3.5 DAP, after which the PIN1 marker could not be detected in
these cells. This is again consistent with the divergent model, and
indicates that maintenance of polarity after 3.5 DAP may involve
proteins other than PIN1.
In addition to PIN1, we found that PIN3 was also expressed in
petal primordia from 0.5 DAP (Figure 7A,B). At this stage
PIN3:PIN3::GFP reporter [43] gave a strong signal at the distal tip
of the petal (magenta line, Figure 7B), similar to the DR5 reporter.
At slightly later stages (1–3 DAP), PIN3 signal was in a broader
distal domain (magenta line, Figure 7C,D), similar to the
expression of DR5. At 4–6 DAP the PIN3 domain extended all
around the petal margin (Figure 7E–G). It also started being
expressed in the distal epidermis, especially in the regions adjacent
to the margin with preferential localisation at the top and the
bottom cell walls (Figure 7E–G). Expression was also detected in
the veins (Figure 7E–H). From 8 DAP onwards PIN3 signal
became stronger throughout the epidermis of the petal and was
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org

Figure 6. Epidermal expression pattern of the auxin efflux
carrier PIN1 in petals supports a divergent polarity field. (A) At
0 DAP, epidermal PIN1::GFP is preferentially localised to the distal end
of cells in the plane of the petal. White arrows on cells point towards
the centre of the distal PIN1 expression. (B, C) At 0.5 and 1.5 DAP, PIN1
polarity in the epidermis points divergently toward the distal end of the
tissue. Strong expression is also seen at or near the petal margin but
without clear polar localisation. (D) Deeper section of (C) showing
expression in the provascular tissue. (E) At 3.5 DAP, PIN expression in
the main plain of the epidermis is weak. (F) Enlargement of the white
box in (E) showing PIN1 signal at the distal end of the epidermal cells.
PIN1 expression is lower so the GFP channel is shown merged with the
red channel (corresponding to the emission of chlorophyll autofluorescence) to facilitate visualisation. (G) At 4 DAP, PIN1 signal is no longer
detected in the main plane of the petal but can be observed in the
petal margin and vascular tissue. (H) Close up of (G). (I) At 6.5 DAP,
expression at the distal margin has disappeared. (J) Little signal is
observed from 7 DAP onwards. Width of petals: (A–C) 30, 45, and 75; (E)
146; (G) 170; (I) 343; (J) 425 mm. Scale bar, 20 mm (A–H), 50 mm (I), and
80 mm (J).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g006

not polarly localised in the distal half of the petal (Figure 7I). In the
proximal half of the petal, PIN3 signal was polarly localised in the
epidermis with polarity pointing away from the margin (Figure 7J,
white arrows). At later stages of petal development (11 DAP) the
signal was strong throughout the epidermis (Figure 7K). Thus,
PIN3 expression seems to correlate with the position of the
putative 2organiser as well as revealing a divergent polarity
pattern at later stages.

JAG Is a Candidate for a Distal Regulator of Growth
In addition to invoking particular organiser patterns, the models
described above invoke a factor DGRAD, which has high levels in
7
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One such gene is JAGGED (JAG), which encodes a zinc finger
transcription factor and gives short narrow petals in putative null
mutants (Figure 8B–D; [26,32]). Compared to wild type, in which
growth rate in width is ,80% of that in length, for jag-1 mutant
the growth rate in width is ,70% that in length, consistent with
reduced Kper (Figure 8E). Further support for a role of JAG in
DGRAD activity is that it is expressed in the distal domain of the
petal, as revealed by in situ hybridizations to longitudinal sections
of flower buds [26]. To get a clearer picture of JAG expression in
the plane of the petal, we used a jag mutant line complemented
with a JAG::JAG:VENUS construct [32]. This showed that JAG is
localised in the distal half of the petal from early stages (e.g., 1.5
DAP, Figure 8F). This expression pattern is maintained for several
more days (5.5 DAP, Figure 8G), although signal declines in the
most distal regions. The decline in signal spreads proximally (6.5
DAP, Figure 8G), and eventually signal becomes very weak
throughout the petal (8.5 DAP, Figure 8G). Thus, based on both
its mutant phenotype and expression pattern, JAG is a good
candidate for a distal-specific factor that contributes to DGRAD
and promotes Kper.
As JAG is expressed in distal petal regions, it also provides a
candidate for a direct or indirect modulator of the broad distal
organiser in the divergent model. For example, the distribution of
the distal organiser could be promoted by JAG expression near the
petal margin. An effect of JAG on the distal 2organiser may also
help to explain another feature of jag mutant petals: they have
serrated or jagged distal margins (Figure 8D). This phenotype
might be accounted for if jag mutants have a reduced and more
discontinuous distal organiser activity. This would lead to a jagged
or serrated distal outline phenotype, with the tip of the serrations
corresponding to regions with high organiser activity (Figure 9A,B).
To test this possibility, we determined the pattern of DR5::GFP,
PIN1::PIN1:GFP, and PIN3::PIN3:GFP expression in the jag
mutant. Signal from the DR5 construct could not be detected at
early stages in jag mutant petal primordia (Figure 9C). At later
stages, when the jag petal primordia were more than half their
mature width, DR5 signal started to be detected and was observed
in several regions of the distal domain (Figure 9D–F). Thus, if DR5
signal is a marker for 2organiser position, the organiser is reduced
and more discontinuous in the jag mutant. Expression of PIN1 was
reduced in the jag mutant at all stages and had a narrower
distribution in the distal margin (compare Figure 9G with
Figure 6D). The PIN1 expressing marginal region corresponds
to where distal serrations form in the jag mutant. Expression of
PIN3 was also reduced in the jag mutant (compare Figure 9H with
Figure 7D). As with DR5, PIN3 signal was more discontinuous in
the distal margin, although this pattern was observable at an
earlier stage (compare Figure 9H with Figure 9C). Thus, PIN3
signal may also be a marker for 2organiser activity, and its
distribution confirms that the 2organiser is less active and more
discontinuous in the jag mutant.

Figure 7. Auxin efflux carrier PIN3 expression correlates with
the distal organiser position. (A) At 0 DAP, PIN3::PIN3:GFP signal is
not detected at early stages of petal development. (B) By 0.5 DAP, PIN3
expression is detected at the distal tip of the petal. The magenta line
indicates the extent of the PIN3 signal. (C, D) At 1.5 and 2 DAP,
expression extends all around the distal marginal domain in a
continuous way. (E) At 4 DAP, expression is also seen at the proximal
marginal domain and in the veins. (F) At 6 DAP, PIN3 also starts being
expressed in the distal epidermis, particularly in the regions adjacent to
the margin with preferential localisation at the top and the bottom cell
walls. (G) Enlargement of the white box in (F). (H–J) At 9 DAP, PIN3 is
expressed in the epidermis and vasculature. (I) Enlargement of the
white box in the distal region in (H) showing that PIN3 is not polarly
localised. (J) Enlargement of the white box in the proximal region in (H)
showing that PIN3 polarity points away from the margin and
proximally. (K–L) At 11 DAP, PIN3 signal is strong throughout the
epidermis (in both distal regions, K, and proximal regions, L). Width of
petals: (A–F) 30, 47, 68, 98, 196, and 330; (H) 658; and (K) 1,020 mm.
Scale bar, 20 mm (A–E, G, I, K, L), 120 mm (F), and 200 mm (H).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g007

distal regions of the petal and promotes Kper. The role of DGRAD
in petal shape can be illustrated by creating virtual mutants in which
the level of DGRAD is reduced to 50% or eliminated (Figure 8A).
For both the convergent and divergent models, this gives petals that
are much narrower (only the results for the divergent model are
shown in Figure 8A). Petals are also slightly shorter, which arises
because polarity is oriented diagonally in much of the distal region,
with the consequence that the component of Kpar contributing to
length is reduced whilst the contribution from Kper is increased,
decreasing petal length. Candidate genes that may contribute to
DGRAD activity would thus be expected to give mutants with
narrow, short petals and should be expressed at a higher level in
distal regions of wild-type petals.
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org

Test of Model through JAG Ectopic Expression
As a further way of testing whether JAG contributes to DGRAD
and the distal organiser, we analysed lines ectopically expressing
JAG under the control of the flower-specific promoter AP1 (line
AP1..JAG), which is active in the whole petal primordium until
later stages of petal development (Figure S1). In addition to the
previously described strong phenotypes in which sepal organs are
fused and petal organs are reduced or deformed (Figure 10A)
[26,32], we obtained multiple lines with weaker JAG expression in
which sepals were not fused and petals were wider (Figure 10B,E–
G). The severity of the phenotypes correlated positively with the
level of JAG expression (Figure S2). In plants with intermediate
8
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Figure 8. JAGGED is a good candidate for a distal-specific factor that contributes to DGRAD and promotes Kper. (A) Canvas for
divergent petal models with different DGRAD (terracotta region) activity in promoting Kper. 100% activity corresponds to the wild-type model (as in
Figure 4C–E), and 50% and 0% activity correspond to virtual mutant models in which the level of DGRAD is reduced to 50% or eliminated. Canvas is
shown at 0 DAP (time of virtual clone induction), 2 DAP, and 12 DAP. (B) Flowers of jag-2 and jag-1 mutants. (C–D) Representative outlines of jag-1
petals at various stages of development. Width of petals shown: 87, 310, and 530 mm. (E) Petal length against width throughout petal development
(in natural logarithm scale) for wild type (gray crosses) and jag-1 (black crosses). The blue and red lines are the linear regressions for the wild type and
mutant, respectively. The gradient for jag-1 is 0.65 compared to 0.78 for wild-type petals, showing that jag petals grow less in width compared to
length (see also Figure 1D). (F–G) JAG expression pattern at various stages of petal development as visualised with the jag-3 mutant line
complemented with a JAG::JAG:VENUS construct. The widths for each DAP images are: 1.5 DAP (75 mm), 5.5 DAP (271 mm), 6.5 (363 mm), and 8.5 DAP
(575 mm). For the image at 1.5 DAP the YFP channel is shown merged with the red channel (corresponding to the emission of chlorophyll
autofluorescence) Scale bar, 10 mm (A) (0–2 DAP) (C), 20 mm (F), 100 mm (D, G), 500 mm (B), 1 mm (A) (12 DAP).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g008

DR5 expression extended more proximally in the ectopic JAG line
(Figure 10J,K, orange lines, compare with Figure 5G–I).

phenotypes, petals had a phenotype opposite to that of the jag
mutant: the distal region of the petals, characterised by conical
epidermal cells, was enlarged in comparison to the wild type
(Figure 10B–D).
This intermediate phenotype could be readily accounted for by
our model if we assume that JAG expression is extended more
proximally in these lines (Figure 10H). This would lead to
enhancement of DGRAD in proximal regions and a broader distal
organiser (through the promoting effect of JAG on the distal
organiser) (Figure 10H). The result is a petal in which the distal
domain extends more proximally, resembling the ectopic JAG lines
(Figure 10I). To determine whether the distal organiser has a
broader distribution in the ectopic JAG line, we crossed the line to
the DR5 marker line. As predicted, the distal marginal domain of
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org

JAG Directly Regulates PTL
A possible mechanism by which JAG enhances distal organiser
activity is through regulation of PTL, which functions upstream of
auxin-mediated signalling in the control of petal development
[30]. PTL is expressed in the margin of the developing petal but
excluded from the distal margin [44], where we propose the broad
distal organiser acts. This exclusion may arise through JAG
repressing PTL in this region, thus promoting 2organiser activity.
To test whether JAG represses PTL, we first checked the levels of
PTL mRNA by qRT-PCR in wild-type and jag-1 inflorescences
and confirmed that they were increased in the mutant compared
9
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Figure 9. A less active and more discontinuous distal organiser in jagged mutants. (A) Initial canvas for divergent petal model (as in
Figure 4D) with no DGRAD activity (as in Figure 8A, 0% model) and with a more discontinuous distal organiser activity as implemented by a
discontinuous DISTORG (cyan) region. (B) Canvas at 2 and 12 DAP. Petals develop a jagged or serrated distal petal outline, with the tip of the
serrations corresponding to regions with high DISTORG activity (as shown in the enlargement of the orange square at 12 DAP). (C) DR5::GFP signal is
not detected at early stages in jag-1 mutant, and (D, E) it is detected at later stages in several regions of the distal domain in a discontinuous way. (F)
Enlargement of the orange square in (E). (G) PIN1::PIN1:GFP in jag-1 mutant. PIN1 signal is reduced in the jag-1 mutant at all stages and has a narrower
distribution in the distal margin compared to wild-type petal (compare with Figure 6D). (H) PIN3::PIN3:GFP in jag-1 mutant shows reduced expression,
and it is more discontinuous in the distal margin (compare with wild type in Figure 7D). Width of petals: (C–G) 123, 310, 515, 66, and 84 mm. Scale bar,
10 mm (A, B) (2 DAP), 20 mm (C, G, H), 100 mm (D), 200 mm (E).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g009

Figure 10. Effect of extending the DGRAD and distal organiser domains. (A) Ectopic JAG line (AP1..JAG) flower with a strong phenotype
in which sepal organs are fused and petal organs are reduced or deformed (same flower is shown with or without sepals). (B) Ectopic JAG line flower
with an intermediate phenotype in which petals have a different shape, as if the region of the petal with distal identity has extended more proximally.
(C) Wild-type flower with paddle shape petals. (D) jag-1 mutant flower with petals with a reduced distal region. (E–G) Representative petal outlines
from intermediate phenotype lines at various stages of development. Width of petals: 115 mm (E), 294 mm (F), 940 mm (G). (H) Initial canvas for
divergent petal model with a proximally extended DGRAD region (terracotta, bracket indicates plateau of maximum DGRAD), and an extended
DISTORG (cyan) region. The polarity field diverges at more proximal positions than in the wild-type model (compare with Figure 4D,E). (I) Model
output at 2, 6, and 12 DAP showing patterns of virtual clones induced at 0 DAP and broadening of more proximal regions compared to the model for
wild type (Figure 4J). (J, K) DR5::GFP expression in the intermediate phenotype ectopic JAG line extends more proximally compared with wild type
(Figure 5G–I). The orange line indicates the extent of the DR5 signal. Width of petals: 139 mm (J), 294 mm (K). Scale bar, 10 mm (E, H, I) (2 DAP), 20 mm
(J), 50 mm (K), 100 mm (F, I) (6 DAP), 200 mm (G), 500 mm (A–D), 1 mm (I) (12 DAP).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g010
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Figure 11. JAGGED directly represses PETAL LOSS. Expression levels (relative to the TUB4 constitutive control) of PTL mRNA measured by qRTPCR in (A) wild-type and jag-1 inflorescence apices and (B) 35S::JAG:GR inflorescence apices 5 h after mock treatment, treatment with dexamethasone
10 mm (DEX), cycloheximide 10 mm (CHX), or cycloheximide 10 mm combined with dexamethasone 10 mm (CHX/DEX). (C) Chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using anti-GR antibodies and inflorescence apices of 35S::JAG:GR plants 4 h after mock treatment or treatment with
DEX 10 mm. Target sequence 0.5 Kb upstream of the PTL start codon shows significant enrichment. Mu-like negative control did not show a
significant difference (unpublished data). (A–C) Bars show the average and standard deviation of three biological replicates; asterisks indicate
statistically significant differences (unpaired two-sample Student’s t test, p,0.05) between the untreated wild type and jag-1 (A) and between DEXtreated samples and corresponding controls (B, C).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001550.g011

epidermal cells, but it then becomes localised more laterally,
consistent with a divergent polarity pattern. This is in contrast to
the distribution of PIN1 in leaf primordia, which shows a more
consistent convergent pattern [19,20]. The auxin response marker,
DR5::GFP, and the PIN3 transporter are also enhanced in a broad
region of the distal petal margin, consistent with the proposed
location of a distal organiser. DR5 expression and PIN3 may thus
be direct or indirect markers of organiser activity. This view is
consistent with auxin playing a critical role in organisation of tissue
polarity [41,45].
Several models have been proposed for how auxin may
influence cell polarity, through cell–cell comparison of auxin
levels [46–48], measurement of auxin efflux [49–51], response to
stress gradients induced by auxin [52], response to auxin
concentration differences across the thickness of cell walls [53],
and indirect cell–cell coupling mediated by auxin [54]. The nature
of + or 2 organisers and their role in coordinating polarity has also
been discussed in a cellular context [54]. The models for petal
development presented here do not incorporate cellular mechanisms for polarity coordination as they treat tissue as a continuum.
This framework provides a convenient abstraction to help simulate
deformations at a tissue scale. It would be valuable to incorporate
cellular mechanisms for polarity coordination within such a
framework to provide a more integrated understanding of polarity
coordination at different levels.
A key feature of our model is that growth rate perpendicular to
the polarity field, Kper, is enhanced in distal regions of the petal.
The transcription factor JAG most likely contributes to this distal
enhancement. JAG is expressed in the distal petal domain and jag
mutants have narrow strap-like petals, as expected for a distal
factor that promotes Kper [26,32]. Moreover, lines that ectopically
express JAG in petals have broader proximal regions, consistent
with ectopic JAG promoting growth perpendicular to the local
polarity.
The effect of JAG in promoting perpendicular growth in petals
is in contrast to its effect in initiating sepal primordia, in which

with wild type (Figure 11A). We then determined whether PTL
was directly down-regulated by JAG using a dexamethasoneinducible 35S::JAG:GR system [35]. The results showed that
activation of JAG:GR lowered PTL mRNA levels, and that this
repression did not require new protein synthesis (Figure 11B).
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using 35S::JAG:GR inflorescences confirmed direct, dexamethasone-dependent binding of
JAG-GR to the PTL promoter region (Figure 11C). We conclude
that JAG acts as a direct transcriptional repressor of PTL.

Discussion
In contrast to leaf development, which involves a convergent
polarity field and reduced growth rates towards the distal tip, we
show that petal development arises through a divergent polarity
field with growth rates increasing distally. The divergent polarity
field is implemented by having a broad organiser of tissue polarity
along the distal margin of the petal primordium, which acts as an
attractor of polarity. Specified growth rates perpendicular to the
local polarity increase toward the distal end of the petal, giving a
petal outline and clonal patterns similar to those observed
experimentally. We estimate that relative growth rate is about
twice as high along the main axis of the clones compared to the
minor axis for early stages of development. This anisotropic
growth is reflected in the pattern of cell divisions: cells proliferate
more along the proximodistal axis than perpendicular to it. An
alternative model, in which the polarity field converges distally,
can also generate a good match to the observed petal outline.
However, this convergent model is inconsistent with the observed
patterns of clones. Thus, clonal patterns provide a more stringent
test for underlying models than overall organ shape and suggest
that unlike leaves, the petals of Arabidopsis have a broad distal
organiser.
The proposed divergent polarity field is further supported by
analysis of markers of auxin transport and response in the petal
epidermis. Initially PIN1 is localised at the distal end of petal
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org
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developmental process, which provides a space of possible forms,
interacting with the selective constraints operating on each organ.

JAG enhances growth principally parallel to the proximodistal axis
[35]. In jag mutants, sepal primordia grow almost isotropically at
these very early stages. This growth change is observed at stages
earlier than those described in this article and in regions that will
eventually form the distal tip of the organ [55]. It is not clear
whether the different effects of JAG on sepal compared to petal
growth reflect differences in organ identity or the stage at which
growth is monitored. In either case, JAG is proposed to have a
differential effect on growth along different cellular axes for both
petals and sepals. This suggests that JAG influences targets that
may interact differentially with cell walls, weakening or strengthening walls in one orientation relative to another, and thus
modulating the degree of anisotropy [56,57]. According to our
model, this orientation would be determined by local polarity,
which may itself be coordinated through auxin transport.
In addition to its effect on growth rate, JAG also affects the
extent of the distal organiser. Activity of auxin response marker
DR5::GFP has a reduced and narrower distribution in the jag
mutant while it has a broader distribution in the line that expresses
JAG ectopically. Moreover in the jag mutant the distribution of the
distal organiser (as marked by DR5 and PIN3) is more
discontinuous, and this may account for the jagged or serrated
shape of the distal petal margin. These results suggest that JAG
may provide a distal identity to the petal, and as part of this
identity, it increases the activity and distribution of the distal
organiser.
One mechanism by which JAG may influence the activity of the
distal organiser is through regulation of PTL, which we show is
directly repressed by JAG. PTL functions upstream of auxinmediated signalling in the control of petal development [30]. At
early developmental stages, PTL is expressed at the inter-sepal
zone of whorl 1 and is required to establish DR5 maxima at the
presumptive petal-initiation sites in the adjacent whorl 2 [29,30].
Thus, early PTL may be acting as a +organiser that helps to induce
a 2organiser at the tip of petal primordia. At later stages of petal
development, PTL is expressed in the margin of the developing
petal but excluded from the distal margin [44], where we propose
the broad distal organiser acts. This exclusion may arise through
JAG repressing PTL in this region, thus promoting 2organiser
activity.
The distinct morphogenetic pattern of leaves and petals in
Arabidopsis most likely reflects an interaction between developmental and selective constraints [9]. Leaves need to be photosynthetically active from an early stage, particularly for an annual
plant like Arabidopsis, which needs to grow and establish itself
rapidly. Thus, it may be a selective advantage for leaf cells to begin
differentiating and thus slow down growth as soon as they emerge
and are exposed to light, which will happen first for cells at the tip
[17]. Further increase in leaf size may then be generated by
continued growth from the base. A further advantage of this
growth mode is that it may allow plants to continue growing if the
tip of the leaf is eaten by herbivores. By contrast, there is no early
requirement for differentiation of the petal tip as these cells do not
have a photosynthetic function, so growth along the proximodistal
axis may be more uniformly distributed. The main function of
petals is thought to be to provide a broad display that attracts
pollinators, and this may be readily achieved through divergent
orientations and enhanced distal growth. We show how both the
leaf and petal growth modes can be accounted for by the same
basic framework involving a polarity field with a specified pattern
of growth rates parallel or perpendicular to it. The variation in
form arises by simple modulations in the organisers of polarity and
the distribution of growth rates. Thus the shape of petals and
leaves can be seen to arise from modulations of a basic
PLOS Biology | www.plosbiology.org

Materials and Methods
Plant Material and Growth Conditions
For petal clonal analysis and calculating growth curves, we used
lines carrying 35S::lox-uidA-lox-GFP and hsp18.2::Cre [36] in the
Landsberg erecta (L-er) background. The jag-1 mutant was originally
isolated in Columbia (Col) genetic background [26] and was
backcrossed into L-er. The jag-2 and jag-3 JAG::JAG:VENUS lines
were in L-er [32]. The AP1::LhG4 OP::JAG OP::GFP line (where the
driver transactivated both JAG and a ER-targeted GFP) was in the
L-er genetic background. To generate this line, AP1:LhG4 OP::GFP
plants [58] were transformed with OP::JAG, in which the JAG
cDNA was placed between the pOp operator [59] and the NOS
terminator in the pPZP222 vector [60]. To generate the JAG
ectopic line AP1::LhG4 OP::JAG (marked as AP1..JAG in the
text), lines without OP::GFP were selected. The transgenic line
35S::JAG:GR in L-er background was generated and tested for
complementation as described in [35].
The DR5::GFP [41,42], PIN1::PIN1:GFP [41], and PIN3::PIN3:GFP [43] were in Col background. To introduce the
different markers into the jag-1 and AP1..JAG backgrounds,
we carried out the corresponding crosses.
For lines and crosses selection on media, seeds were surfacesterilized before plating on Petri dishes with solid Murashige and
Skoog medium as described [61] and grown in controlled
environment room at 20uC in long day conditions (8 h dark and
16 h light under fluorescent white light at a photon fluence rate of
100 mmol?m22?s21). When appropriate medium was supplemented with Kanamycin 50 mg/ml (for constructs 35S::lox-uidA-lox-GF,
hsp18.2::Cre, AP1::LhG4, PIN1::PIN1:GFP, and PIN3::PIN3:GFP),
Gentamicin 100 mg/ml (for construct OP::JAG), or BASTA 5 mg/
ml (for jag-1 mutant and construct OP::GFP).
For petal measurements and petal clonal analysis, expression
analysis, and ChIP experiments, seeds were directly sown on soil
and plants grown until flowering in glasshouse controlled
environment chambers at 20uC in long day conditions (8 h dark
and 16 h light under fluorescent light at a photon fluence rate of
100 mmol?m22?s21) and 80% humidity.

Petal Imaging
To measure petal width and length over time and to image
different markers at various stages of petal development, petals
were collected from flowers from various positions along the
inflorescence axis. Given the hydrophobic nature of petals, they
were flattened in 40% glycerol with 0–12% Tween-20 depending
on petal developmental stage. Petals were imaged either on a Zeiss
LSM 5 EXCITER Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope, or a
Leica DM 6000 compound microscope and petal measurements
were taken from 2D images using Fiji (http://fiji.sc).
For early stages of petal primordia (,0 DAP), petals were
imaged under the confocal microscope after staining with
propidium iodide [62], and measurements were taken in 3D
using VolViewer (http://www.uea.ac.uk/cmp/research/cmpbio/
VolViewer).

Petal Staging and Growth Curve
To provide a temporal framework for clone induction and
visualisation, we determined the growth curves for wild-type petal
width (at the petal’s widest point). Flowers were collected from
various positions along the inflorescence axis, starting with flower
1 (oldest flower) at the bottom of the inflorescence. To align flower
12
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Factors may promote growth rates through the linear function
pro, defined as:

stages to a common standard, we measured the rate at which
flowers with visible petals (stage 13, as defined by [24]) emerge
each day. This indicated that consecutive flowers are separated by
about 11 h intervals (plastochron). Thus, a flower located N nodes
above flower 1 should be approximately at the same stage as
flower 1 would have been 11N h earlier. This allowed all flower
stages to be aligned with flower 1 development. Thus, petals
dissected from flowers along the inflorescence axis could be
aligned with flower 1 petal development.
Growth rate in width (KW) was calculated as follows: (ln Wn2ln
Wn-1)/T, in which Wn is petal width at tn, Wn-1 petal width at tn-1,
and T the time between tn and tn-1.
Petal growth in width could be captured with a function with
gradually decreasing growth rates. For this a logistic curve was
fitted to the petal width data:


pro pf ,xf ~1zpf xf ,

ð1:1Þ

where xf is a factor, F, and x denotes either i or s. pf is a promotion
coefficient for that factor.
Values of all coefficients are given in Table 1. All models run
from t = 24 h (0 DAP) to t = 312 h (12 DAP).
2. Models. 2D petal models were specified using the growing
polarised tissue framework as implemented in the MATLAB
application GFtbox. Full details of both are given in [39] and
models can be downloaded with the GFtbox software from (https://
www.uea.ac.uk/cmp/research/cmpbio/Gftbox). In this method
an initial finite element mesh, also termed the canvas, is deformed
during growth. The pattern of deformation depends on growthmodulating factors, whose initial distribution is established during
setup. Factors have one value for each vertex and values between
vertices are linearly interpolated across each finite element. In the
models described here, the initial canvas is oriented with regard to
the external xy-coordinate system such that the canvas base is
parallel to the x-axis and the midline is parallel to the y-axis. The
initial petal primordium canvas consists of 2,304 elements.
Elements are not subdivided during the simulations. The initial
canvas size is 30 mm in width and 30 mm in length (value of
y = 0 mm at the base of the canvas).
Each model has two interconnected networks: the Polarity
Regulatory Network (PRN) specifies tissue polarity and hence
specified orientations of growth, and the Growth rate Regulatory
Network (KRN) determines how factors influence specified growth
rates.
In total, growth interactions are specified by three equations,
one for the PRN and two for the KRN. These networks determine
the specified polarity and growth fields across the canvas. Due to
the connectedness of the canvas, this specified growth differs from
the resultant growth by which the system is deformed. The time
step of each model corresponds to 1 h of developmental time.
Models take about 1 h to run on a dual core desktop computer.
These models involve growth orientations being established by
POL propagation from a +organiser, which is expressed at the
canvas base at the PROXORG region, towards a 2organiser,

Width~½ðA0 {AÞ=ð1zexpðkðt{t0 ÞÞÞzA,
where A is the upper asymptote, A0 is the lower asymptote, t is time
(hours after sowing), k is the early exponential growth rate, and t0 is
the point of inflection. Parameters were estimated to be:
A = 1.5 mm, A0 = 20.08 mm, k = 0.9% h21, and t0 = 894 h.
We used 30 mm width as a convenient starting point for our
developmental analysis and refer to this stage as 0 d after
primordium formation (0 DAP). Petal primordia for flower 1 are
about 30 mm wide at 14 d after sowing. At this stage, they have a
simple primordium shape and are about 5–7 cells wide and 3–7
cells long. Petals took about 12 d to grow from 0 DAP to maturity.
The logistic function was used to divide petal development into a
series of 2-d intervals and estimate the average width of the petals
at these times.

Clonal Analysis
About 24 d after sowing (when flower 1, the oldest flower, was
about to open; stage 13 as described by [24]), each plant
inflorescence was heat shocked for ,1.5 min, by submerging it
into a water bath at 38uC. We used whole plants growing in soil in
P40 trays. Previous to the HS, each plant pot was individually
sealed with clean film to cover the entire rosette and leave out the
inflorescence. After the HS, the clean film was removed and plants
were taken back to the glasshouse. About 2–12 d afterward, petals
were dissected out from flowers, flattened, and those with widths
that correspond to 2–12 DAP imaged on a Zeiss LSM 5
EXCITER Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope, or a Leica
DM 6000 compound microscope. When imaging, typically flower
1 (now identified as the flower at stage 13) and flower 2 (flower 1
node above flower 1) were around 10 DAP, flowers 5–6 ,8 DAP,
flowers 9–10 ,6 DAP, flower 14 ,4 DAP, and flowers 18–19 ,2
DAP.
The Sector Analysis Toolbox was used to analyse clonal
patterns in Arabidopis petals (http://www.uea.ac.uk/cmp/
research/cmpbio/SectorAnalysisToolbox) as described in [15].

Table 1. Values of parameters used in the models.

Parameter

Model Description

Value

Dpol

POL diffusion constant

0.0005 mm2 h21

bpol

Maximum POL levels

0.8

mpol

POL decay rate

0.003 h21

bKper

Convergent/divergent

0.65% h21

bKpar

Convergent

1.7% h21

bKpar

Divergent

1.8% h21

pdgrad

Convergent

1.7

pdgrad

Divergent

1.1

PRN
Polariser

KRN

Model Description

Basic growth rates

Growth patterns are
determined by the pattern of factors distributed over the tissue,
termed the canvas [39]. Factors have one value for each segment
or vertex of the canvas and are denoted by capital letters in the
text. In the equations, factors that propagate through the canvas
are denoted by the bold letter s subscripted with the factor name,
while those that are fixed to the canvas are denoted by i
subscripted with the factor name. For instance, the mobile factor
DGRAD is described by sdgrad in the equations.
1. Basic factors and functions.
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which is expressed at the canvas tip at the DISTORG region. The
gradient of POL defines the local polarity and hence local
orientations of specified growth, which reorient with changes in
the POL gradient.
PRN: Convergent model. An identity factor, PROXORG,
is expressed at a level of 1 along the base of the canvas (green line
in Figures 4A,D, 8A, 9A,B, and 10H,I) and 0 elsewhere.
The value of POL is fixed at a value of 0.8 (bpol), where
PROXORG is expressed (i.e., where PROXORG = 1). POL
diffuses according to the equation:
Lspol =Lt~Dpol +2 spol {mpol spol ,

sample in three biological replicates per treatment. RNA
extraction, reverse transcription, and qRT-PCR were performed
as described in [35]. Quantitative PCR was performed in technical
triplicates using primers JAG-RT_1-F and JAG-RT_1-R or PTLRT_3-F and PTL-RT_3-R (Table S2) with the LightCycler 480
System and SYBR Green I (Roche). Data were normalized to
TUB4 expression (amplified with primers TUB4-RT_1-F, TUB4RT_1-R; Table S2) as described in [63]. The Kruskal–Wallis test
at the 5% alpha level was used for comparison of means between
lines with different levels of JAG expression.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

ð2:1Þ

JAG:GR was activated as described above with 4 h incubation
and ChIP was performed as described in [35]. Q-PCR was as
described above with primers PTL-Ch_1-F/PTL-Ch_1-R and
Mu-like_F/Mu-like_R (Mu-like transposon served as negative
control) (Table S2).

where Dpol is the diffusion rate and mpol the decay rate of POL
throughout the tissue. POL distribution is allowed to establish
during the setup phase for 24 time steps before the commencement of growth.
POL continues to propagate and the polarity field readjusts
according to POL levels throughout growth. The polarity field
deforms during growth because changes in tissue geometry affect
the way POL becomes distributed. In this model, the polarity
pattern converges towards the tip.
PRN: Divergent model. PRN is the same as for the
convergent model, but now an identity factor, DISTORG, is
expressed at the level of 1 at the distal end of the canvas (cyan line
in Figures 4D, 8A, 9A,B, and 10H,I), which consumes POL
according to the equation:

Lspol Lt~Dpol +2 spol {mpol spol {idistorg mpoldist spol ,

Accession Numbers
Sequence data can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome
Initiative database under the accession numbers JAG
(AT1G68480), PTL (AT5G03680), and TUB4 (AT1G04820).

Supporting Information
Figure S1 AP1 promoter is active from early to late stages of

petal development. Examples of early and late petals from an
intermediate phenotype AP1::LhG4 OP::JAG OP::GFP plant. Width
of petals shown, 55 and 470 mm.
(TIF)

ð2:2Þ

where mpoldist is the decay rate of POL at the distal organiser region.
In this model, the polarity pattern diverges towards the distal
margin of the canvas.
KRN: Convergent and divergent model. There is a basic
specified growth rate parallel to the polarity gradient, Kpar (bKpar),
and a basic specified growth rate perpendicular to the polarity
gradient, Kper (bKper) (values given in Table 1).
The value of Kper is promoted by DGRAD according to:

Kper ~bKper :pro pdgrad sdgrad ,

AP1..JAG lines phenotypes correlate with JAG
expression levels. Expression levels (relative to the TUB4 constitutive
control) of JAG mRNA measured by qRT-PCR in inflorescences of
wild type (WT), AP1..JAG intermediate and strong phenotype
plants, and jag-1. Error bars show the average and standard
deviation of three biological replicates; letters a–c indicate that the
expression level in the intermediate phenotype is significantly lower
than in the strong phenotype (nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test
with a confidence level of 95%). Both phenotypes have significantly
higher expression levels than the control. JAG transcripts were not
detectable (n.d.) in the jag-1 mutant.
(TIF)

Figure S2

ð2:3Þ

where pdgrad is the promotion of Kper by DGRAD (values given in
Table 1). DGRAD has a linear gradient across the canvas with the
highest level of 1 at the tip plateau (as shown in bracketed region in
Figures 4B,E, and 10H) and lowest level of 0 at the base. The
gradient in DGRAD forms during setup (prior to the start of the
growth simulation) and the value of DGRAD for each segment
does not change as the line segments grow.
3. Models parameter list. The models parameter list is
presented in Table 1.

Table S1 Epidermis cell division rates in the distal petal region
are highest at early stages of petal development.
(DOC)
Table S2 List of oligos.

(DOC)
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